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Raha Ya Kiswahili 2016-01-15 raha ya kiswahili is designed to enable students to
learn swahiliin a fast modern and stress free way any beginner can use this book
whether learning for fun job or any other purposes one will be able tospeak read
write and understand swahili you will learn swahili with fun just like the way
foreign languages aretaught one of the biggest challenges encountered in learning
swahilithe local way is dealing with serious grammar in this book we have solved the
above problem with interesting picturesand conversations that suit a day to day life
at the same time introducinggrammar in a way that a learner doesn t have to get
bored or strained there is a summary of the words used on each page exercises
adictionary with the most common and important nouns and verbs plusthe east african
community anthem lyrics
Swahili Grammar and Workbook 2014-10-10 swahili grammar and workbook provides a
practical and comprehensive companion to swahili grammar filling in gaps left by
other textbooks presenting the essentials of swahili grammar in a highly accessible
fashion it reduces complex language topics to helpful rules and mnemonic aids
enabling maximum grammar retention and accurate usage grammar points are followed by
multiple examples and exercises allowing students to consolidate and practice their
learning no prior knowledge of linguistic terminology is required key features
include twenty five language notes covering key topics such as personal pronouns the
swahili noun class system special class combinations the imperative the subjunctive
and the conditional moods the use of comparatives the use of monosyllabic verbs the
passive form and various other forms of verb extensions the relative clause clear
detailed and jargon free grammatical explanations supported by an assortment of
helpful diagrams charts and tables and many relevant and up to date examples a wide
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range of communication oriented exercises to reinforce learning and develop students
ability to use swahili actively audio files to support pronunciation practice
clearly linked to relevant sections of the book and available for free download at
routledge com books details 9781138808263 four appendices swahili english and
english swahili vocabulary lists a bibliography and an index presented at the back
of the book for easy access to information written by a highly experienced
instructor swahili grammar and workbook will be an essential resource for all
students and teachers of swahili it is suitable for use both as a companion
reference text in language courses and as a standalone text in independent grammar
classes
Swahili People and Their Language 2014-03-22 history is a testament to what happened
to a people or a place it shows how things were and their transformation while
explaining why the changes happened not only does history allow human beings to
trace their trajectory in dealing with specific issues they face in the affairs of
making a living it also highlights movements between people around the world while
showing their role in creating systems still in place today history reveals to us
major contributors of the trading systems along the east coast of africa documenting
the role of the swahili people and their interactions with different people of the
world the swahili people and their language discusses ways in which the swahili
people came to occupy a prominent position in the world s trading system and how
they lost their wealth through their contact with the outside world the book
highlights the strategic position occupied by the swahili people their natural
resources their skills and their rich cultural mix and how the contact with the
outside world played a major influence that is clearly noticeable to date the book
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contributes to the on going discussion about africans and their participation in
today s development and reminds readers that the creation of the current economic
social and political situation of the swahili people mirrors the history and
positioning of many other formerly independent societies that became colonized
nation states the authors provide discussions that shade light on critical questions
such as who are the swahili people and why are they important is there such a thing
as a swahili civilization if so what is it and how does it relate to modern
civilization what place does the swahili language occupy both in its history and
usage on the continent and in the rest of the world
Swahili Grammar for Introductory and Intermediate Levels 2014-09-24 this book is
intended for university students and anyone interested in learning standard swahili
grammar as spoken in the east african community of tanzania kenya and uganda the
most comprehensive grammar book currently available some of the concepts covered in
this book are greetings numerals telling the time the noun class system simple
tenses such the past present and future adjectives and possessives the book then
progresses to more complex concepts such as direct and reported speech various verb
typologies other tenses prepositions and conjunctions adverbs and relative pronouns
each chapter includes many examples and sample sentences easy to read charts
practice questions answers to the practice questions and a list of new vocabulary
used within the chapter on completing this book the reader will be able to read
write and converse in swahili with confidence
Kiswahili 1998 kiswahili is the fastest growing african language the author
professor of kiswahili at egerton university here describes this growth and examines
kiswahili as an alternative to european languages in east africa and as an
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international language for africa he covers the controversial theories of the
origination and development of kiswahili the effects of the use of english as the
language of instruction in kenya and the status of kiswahili in trade religion and
politics in east and central africa within a continental context a country analysis
of tanzania kenya and uganda reveals the spread of kiswahili as a mother tongue and
second language its use in creative writing and music and its status in language
policies the argument for kiswahili as the language of africa is also discussed
The Swahili 1994 an indepth look at swahili culture language and the people
Swahili-English Dictionary 2001 colloquial swahili the complete course for beginners
has been carefully developed by an experienced teacher to provide a step by step
course to swahili as it is written and spoken today combining a clear practical and
accessible style with a methodical and thorough treatment of the language it equips
learners with the essential skills needed to communicate confidently and effectively
in swahili in a broad range of situations no prior knowledge of the language is
required colloquial swahili is exceptional each unit presents a wealth of
grammatical points that are reinforced with a wide range of exercises for regular
practice a full answer key a grammar summary bilingual glossaries and english
translations of dialogues can be found at the back as well as useful vocabulary
lists throughout key features include a clear user friendly format designed to help
learners progressively build up their speaking listening reading and writing skills
jargon free succinct and clearly structured explanations of grammar an extensive
range of focused and dynamic supportive exercises realistic and entertaining
dialogues covering a broad variety of narrative situations helpful cultural points
explaining the customs and features of life in swahili speaking countries an
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overview of the sounds of swahili balanced comprehensive and rewarding colloquial
swahili is an indispensable resource both for independent learners and students
taking courses in swahili audio material to accompany the course is available to
download free in mp3 format from routledge com cw colloquials recorded by native
speakers the audio material features the dialogues and texts from the book and will
help develop your listening and pronunciation skills
Swahili: the Rise of a National Language 1969 spoken originally along the eastern
coast of africa the name kiswahili means coastal language and now the official
language of tanzania as well as a major language in kenya uganda and the eastern
congo swahili is the lingua franca of eastern africa a significant fraction of
swahili vocabulary is derived from arabic through contact with arabic speaking
muslim inhabitants of the swahili coast it has also incorporated german portuguese
english hindustani and french words into its vocabulary through contact with empire
builders traders and slavers during the past five centuries the earliest known
documents written in swahili are letters written in kilwa in 1711 a d in the arabic
script that were sent to the portuguese of mozambique and their local allies another
ancient written document dated to 1728 is an epic poem in the arabic script titled
utendi wa tambuka the history of tambuka one key step in spreading swahili was to
create a standard written language in june 1928 an inter territorial conference took
place at mombasa at which the zanzibar dialect kiunguja was chosen to be the basis
for standardising swahili today s standard swahili the version taught as a second
language is for practical purposes zanzibar swahili swahili has become a second
language spoken by tens of millions in three african great lakes countries tanzania
kenya and the democratic republic of the congo drc where it is an official or
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national language the neighbouring nation of uganda made swahili a required subject
in primary schools in 1992 some 80 percent of approximately 49 million tanzanians
speak swahili in addition to their first languages many of the rising generation of
tanzania however speak swahili as a primary language because of a decrease of the
traditional cultures and the rise of a more unified culture in urban areas kenya s
population is comparable as well with a greater part of the nation being able to
speak swahili most educated kenyans are able to communicate fluently in swahili
since it is a compulsory subject in school from grade one to high school and a
distinct academic discipline in many of the public and private universities the five
eastern provinces of the drc are swahili speaking nearly half the 66 million
congolese reportedly speak it and it is starting to rival lingala as the most
important national language of that country swahili speakers may number 120 to 150
million this english swahili and swahili english dictionary kamusi ya kiswahili
kiingereza contains 11 000 entries it is based on our words r us wordnet
implementation wordsrus info which enables pairing the swahili language with
hundreds of others it was created using dozens of sources including academic papers
on the language as well as native speakers
Colloquial Swahili 2012 colloquial swahili is the ideal introduction to the major
language of east africa written by experienced teachers the course provides a step
by step approach to swahili no previous knowledge of the language is required
Swahili - English Dictionary (Kamusi Ya Kiswahili - Kiingereza) 2016-11-16 africa is
a marriage of cultures african and asian islamic and euro christian nowhere is this
fusion more evident than in the formation of swahili eastern africa s lingua franca
and its cultures swahili beyond the boundaries literature language and identity
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addresses the moving frontiers of swahili literature under the impetus of new waves
of globalization in the twentieth and twenty first centuries these momentous changes
have generated much theoretical debate on several literary fronts as swahili
literature continues to undergo transformation in the mill of human creativity
swahili literature is a hybrid that is being reconfigured by a conjuncture of global
and local forces as the interweaving of elements of the colonizer and the colonized
this hybrid formation provides a representation of cultural difference that is said
to constitute a third space blurring existing boundaries and calling into question
established identitarian categorizations this cultural dialectic is clearly evident
in the swahili literary experience as it has evolved in the crucible of the politics
of african cultural production however swahili beyond the boundaries demonstrates
that from the point of view of swahili literature while hybridity evokes endless
openness on questions of home and identity it can simultaneously put closure on
specific forms of subjectivity in the process of this contestation a new synthesis
may be emerging that is poised to subject swahili literature to new kinds of
challenges in the politics of identity compounded by the dynamics and
counterdynamics of post cold war globalization
Kiswahili 1997 how to speak swahili ready to learn then this book is for you swahili
is spoken by over ten million people it s commonly known as kiswahili by the native
speakers it was influenced by arabic and persian swahili is an arabic word which
means from the coast swahili came up as a result of the arabs and persians sailing
to the east africa centuries ago how to learn swahili is a simple but comprise way
to learn the language we take the learner and offer a solid foundation to learn
understand and speak swahili what s inside the book inside you ll find what you need
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to have the tools to learn the language table of contents introduction alphabets
consonant combination two distinct sounds and meaning addition of letters emphasis
pronouns prefixes prefixes for pr nouns and tenses verbs sentence examples greetings
self introduction asking for direction asking for help relations human body parts
food numbersdays of the week time clothes and adornment professions courtesy and
emergency entertainment homeoffice travel shopping welcome to how to speak swahiliwe
welcome you to take a peek inside and to obtain your own copy so you too can learn
how to speak swahili
Kiswahili, Msingi Wa Kusema Kusoma Na Kuandika 1979 the picture dictionary is an
immersive tool to effectively teach vocabulary in context strategies the dictionary
is a foldout collection of 24 colorfully illustrated posters each poster targets a
particular subject and is surrounded by images and vocabulary of the basic nouns and
verbs that can be found in the poster in this way the foldout posters picture all
the vocabulary words without an accompanying translation or transliteration allowing
the student to learn a language through visualized day to day contexts
Colloquial Swahili 2015-07 fifty years of kiswahili in kenya is a collection of
articles that were presented at an international kiswahili conference organized by
the national kiswahili association chakita kenya in 2013 which was held at the
catholic university of eastern africa cuea a few articles are however from a similar
conference held in 2012 at kenyatta university the book exemplifies the importance
of the kiswahili language in various sectors of society therefore within this book
you will find articles that focus on the teaching of the kiswahili language
kiswahili as a tool for national economic development the contribution of kiswahili
to national cohesion and integration kiswahili research in language and literature
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kiswahili and portrayal of women childrens literature in kiswahili and how sheng
affects kiswahili in short the articles herein are a testimony of how kiswahili has
developed in the last fifty years in kenya this is a very important book for
kiswahili students and teachers it is also an invaluable text for kiswahili
enthusiasts and all those who recognize its contribution to society
Swahili Language and Society 1987 the first collection of contemporary swahili
fiction of its kind introduces eight east african authors searching through noise
humor tradition and mystery for a future that is theirs to make
Swahili Beyond the Boundaries 2007 rediscover the diversity of modern african
literatures with this authoritative resource edited by a leader in the field how
have african literatures unfolded in their rich diversity in our modern era of
decolonization nationalisms and extensive transnational movement of peoples how have
african writers engaged urgent questions regarding race nation ethnicity gender and
sexuality and how do african literary genres interrelate with traditional oral forms
or audio visual and digital media a companion to african literatures addresses these
issues and many more consisting of essays by distinguished scholars and emerging
leaders in the field this book offers rigorous deeply engaging discussions of
african literatures on the continent and in diaspora it covers the four main
geographical regions east and central africa north africa southern africa and west
africa presenting ample material to learn from and think with a companion to african
literatures is divided into five parts the first four cover different regions of the
continent while the fifth part considers conceptual issues and newer directions of
inquiry chapters focus on literatures in european languages officially used in
africa english french and portuguese as well as homegrown african languages
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afrikaans amharic arabic swahili and yoruba with its lineup of lucid and
authoritative analyses readers will find in a companion to african literatures a
distinctive rewarding academic resource perfect for undergraduate and graduate
students in literary studies programs with an african focus a companion to african
literatures will also earn a place in the libraries of teachers researchers and
professors who wish to strengthen their background in the study of african
literatures
The Challenge of Expanding the Lexicon of an African Language 1999 unique in scope
an introduction to the languages of the world introduces linguistics students to the
variety of world s languages students will gain familiarity with concepts such as
sound change lexical borrowing diglossia and language diffusion and the rich variety
of linguistic structure in word order morphological types grammatical relations
gender inflection and derivation it offers the opportunity to explore structures of
varying and fascinating languages even with no prior acquaintance a chapter is
devoted to each of the world s continents with in depth analyses of representative
languages of europe asia africa oceania and america and separate chapters cover
writing systems and pidgins and creoles each chapter contains exercises and
recommendations for further reading new to this edition are eleven original maps as
well as sections on sign languages and language death and revitalization for greater
readability basic language facts are now organized in tables and language samples
follow international standards for phonetic transcription and word by word glossing
there is an instructor s manual available for registered instructors on the book s
companion website
How to Speak Swahili 2014-05-24 this book brings together essays which cover a
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number of key areas gender disability media sports literature religion land and
youth music through an examination of the situation in kenya the essays opens new
ways of understanding forms of local
Swahili Picture Dictionary 2020-09-13 a groundbreaking interrogation of the myriad
causes and effects of african migration from the pre colonial to the modern era
Swahili Book for Beginners 2008 covering the political social and historical
background of each language dictionary of languages offers a unique insight into
human culture and communication every language with official status is included as
well as all those that have a written literature and 175 minor languages with
special historical or anthropological interest we see how with the rapidly
increasing uniformity of our culture as media s influence spreads more languages
have become extinct or are under threat of extinction the text is highlighted by
maps and charts of scripts while proverbs anecdotes and quotations reveal the
features that make a language unique
Miaka Hamsini ya Kiswahili Nchini Kenya 2014-05-08 music and queerness interact in
many different ways the oxford handbook of music and queerness brings together many
topics and scholarly disciplines reflecting the diversity of current research and
methodology each of the book s six sections exemplifies a particular rhetoric of
queer music studies the section kinds of music explores queer interactions with
specific musics such as edm hip hop and country versions explores queer meanings
that emerge in the creation of a version of a pre existing text for instance in
musical settings of biblical texts or practices of karaoke voices and sounds turns
in various ways to the materiality of music and sound lives focuses on interactions
of people s lives with music and queerness histories addresses moments in the past
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beginning with times when present conceptualizations of sexuality had not yet
developed and moving to cases studies of more recent history including the creation
of pop songs in response to hiv aids and the eurovision song contest the final
section cross cultural queerness asks how to understand gender and sexuality in
locations where recent euro american concepts may not be appropriate
TUKI English-Swahili dictionary 1996 vol 1 spring 1970 include a bibliography of
american doctoral dissertations on african literature compiled by nancy j schmidt
Kamusi ya Kiswahili sanifu : [a standard Swahili-Swahili dictionary] 1981 an
historical overview provides new insights into the literatures of africa both oral
and written
Habari ya English? What about Kiswahili? 2015-04-28 marginality and crisis
globalization and identity in contemporary africa extends the scope and
understanding of the effects of globalization and its forces on africa with each
chapter written by specialists who recognize that the future of africa is entwined
with that of the rest of the world this volume explains with fresh vigor the new
thinking on the historical specificity value opportunity and shortcomings of
globalization for a continent many regard as marginalized and in crisis in the face
of much pessimism several questions have engaged the attention of this young
generation of african scholars where is africa in relation to globalization where
are the things that make africa africa such as economy politics culture identity and
human relations headed are africa s communities helpless against global forces or
empowered by new avenues of access how do scholars and policymakers engage the
problems of globalization vis vis africa s ethnic linguistic and other identities
what are the economic and political trajectories in various countries and localities
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an invaluable source for scholars students and the general reader the essays in this
book have confidently and clearly explored and explained the crises that have
engulfed the continent in the age of globalization unlike other works that have
dwelt only on the continent s victimhood this volume identifies key areas in which
africa can become more proactive and outward looking in response to the forces and
values that take the globe as their reference points
English-Swahili Conversations 1983 as the british empire expanded throughout the
world the english language played an important role in power relations between
britain and its colonies english was used as a colonizing agent to suppress the
indigenous cultures of various peoples and to make them subject to british rule with
the end of world war ii many countries became gradually decolonized and their
indigenous cultures experienced a renaissance colonial mores and power systems
clashed and combined with indigenous traditions to create postcolonial texts this
volume treats postcoloniality as a process of cultural and linguistic interplay in
which british culture initially suppressed indigenous cultures and later combined
with them after the decline of the british empire the first section of this book
provides an introductory overview of english postcoloniality this section is
followed by chapters discussing postcoloniality and literature from an historical
perspective in particular countries around the world the third section gives special
attention to the literature and culture of indigenous peoples a selected
bibliography concludes the work
Utangulizi wa fasihi ya Kiswahili 2017 this study presents challenging findings on
language choice and discourse formation in participatory development co operation
situated in the framework of two rural development programs in tanzania it questions
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multilingual routines in development co operation and deals with issues of
linguistic exclusion in postcolonial societies at the same time it demonstrates how
development objectives are negotiated at grass root level addressing persistent
questions of agency in donor driven planning processes
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